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Collection Summary

Collection Title: Miscellaneous Views From the San Francisco Bay and Monterey Areas, California Photographed by George Reed

Date (inclusive): circa 1888

Collection Number: BANC PIC 1979.051--AX

Photographer: George Reed

Extent: 1 album (42 photographic prints) ; 20 x 27 cm. 42 digital objects

Repository: The Bancroft Library.
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
Fax: (510) 642-7589
Email: bancref@library.berkeley.edu
URL: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/

Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English

Access
Collection stored off-site. Advance notice required for use.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). In addition, the reproduction of some materials may be restricted by terms of University of California gift or purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity rights, licensing and trademarks. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by copyright beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owner. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.

All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from, or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 94720-6000. See: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/reference/permissions.html.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Miscellaneous Views From the San Francisco Bay and Monterey Areas, California Photographed by George Reed, BANC PIC 1979.051--AX, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley

Digital Representations Available
Digital representations of selected original pictorial materials are available in the list of materials below. Digital image files were prepared from selected Library originals by the Library Photographic Service. Library originals were copied onto 35mm color transparency film; the film was scanned and transferred to Kodak Photo CD (by Custom Process); and the Photo CD files were color-corrected and saved in JFIF (JPEG) format for use as viewing files.

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog California Heritage Project. CU-BANC
Boats and boating -- California -- San Francisco Bay Area -- Photographs.

Acquisition Information
Gift of Mrs. B. H. Skillings

Scope and Content
The collection consists of an album of 42 black and white photographs taken by George Reed of Sausalito, California, probably in 1888. The album appears to be a family snapshot album. It includes views of the grounds and gardens as well as exterior shots of the Hotel Del Monte, including horse-drawn carriages, the Club House, and the Pheasant House. One interior view of the Bath House is also shown. Also included in the album is a landscape view of Mount Tamalpais in Marin County, men duck hunting in Cordelia Slough, Point Tiburon, various outdoor scenes of Little Yosemite Valley in Marin County, various views of sailing ships, and the interior of Reed's darkroom. Mr. and Mrs. Reed are shown engaged in reading and playing the piano. Sausalito views include photographers in a tugboat, a wharf scene, men purchasing goods from a vendor in his wagon, local residential dwellings, and G. B. Jones' La France Rose House. Various points of interest were captured, such as The Old Customs House in Monterey, and Liberty's.

Hotel Grounds, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:01--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2t1nb2bs
Del Monte through the trees  BANC PIC 1979.051:02--ALB  ark:/13030/tf5x20081n
Pheasant House, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:03--ALB  ark:/13030/tf8199p36h
Main Entrance, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:04--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3d5nb2wr
Club House, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:05--ALB  ark:/13030/tf296nb2c1
Flower Bed, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:06--ALB  ark:/13030/tf038nb1hp
Bath House, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:07--ALB  ark:/13030/tf8c601043
On the Beach, Monterey  BANC PIC 1979.051:08--ALB  ark:/13030/tf0g5005cv

[Sausalito]  BANC PIC 1979.051:09--ALB  ark:/13030/tf1x0nb241
Scope and Content Note
labeled 9.1 in photograph album

[Sausalito]  BANC PIC 1979.051:09--ALB  ark:/13030/tf9x0nb7sr
Scope and Content Note
labeled 9.2 in photograph album

[Del Monte]  BANC PIC 1979.051:10--ALB  ark:/13030/tf187005lk
Flower Bed, Del Monte  BANC PIC 1979.051:11--ALB  ark:/13030/tf709nb5zv
Tamalpais from our Dining Room Window  BANC PIC 1979.051:12--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3q2nb3xq
Duck Shooting, Cordelia Slough  BANC PIC 1979.051:13--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3b69p0h4
A Corner in my Dark Room  BANC PIC 1979.051:14--ALB  ark:/13030/tf8q2nb75t
Off Point Tiburon  BANC PIC 1979.051:15--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3m3nb40k
Hypos. on Tug Annie, Sausalito; T. F. Palache [?], Capt. Hart, R. S. Hooker, Geo. A. Newhall, M. S. Wilson  BANC PIC 1979.051:16--ALB  ark:/13030/tf8s2010sj
[Man and boy reading on dock]  BANC PIC 1979.051:17--ALB  ark:/13030/tf696nb7sr
Bark "Detroit"  BANC PIC 1979.051:18--ALB  ark:/13030/tf0x0nb1lr
On Board P.C.S.S. "Eureka", at Sea  BANC PIC 1979.051:19--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2d5nb2nt
Schr. [Schooner] "Fortuna", off Mission Rock  BANC PIC 1979.051:20--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3z09p0s6
Outward Bound  BANC PIC 1979.051:21--ALB  ark:/13030/tf6779p2nf
Our Neighbors  BANC PIC 1979.051:22--ALB  ark:/13030/tf9m3nb7t9
Yacht Lurline BANC PIC 1979.051:23--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf5x0nb5cb
Old Pacific House, Monterey BANC PIC 1979.051:24--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf3x0nb3nw
Monterey Critics (?) BANC PIC 1979.051:25--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf0000043h
Old Customs House, Monterey BANC PIC 1979.051:26--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf3f59n9cm
Old Customs House, Monterey BANC PIC 1979.051:27--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf28700641
Liberty's - Marin Co. [county] BANC PIC 1979.051:28--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf1580058n
Little Yosemite Valley - Marin Co. [county] BANC PIC 1979.051:29--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf400007fc
Little Yosemite Valley - Marin Co. [county] BANC PIC 1979.051:30--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf5779p24c
The Robbin (?) Story BANC PIC 1979.051:31--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf2r29p0jz
Gateway to Marin Co. [county] Water Works BANC PIC 1979.051:32--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf0g5005dc
Train at Ross Station N.P.C.R.R. BANC PIC 1979.051:33--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf0j49n8ph
G. B. Jones' La France Rose House, Sausalito, March 1888 BANC PIC 1979.051:34--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf5w1008hj
My Better Half - Magnesium Light. 1 p.m., Mrs. George Reed BANC PIC 1979.051:35--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf2779n9f1
Mrs. Porter's Gate, Ross Valley BANC PIC 1979.051:36--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf0p30052h
Interior Hypo Cottage, Sausalito. Magnesium Light BANC PIC 1979.051:37--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf82901086
Ingrams BANC PIC 1979.051:38--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf4489p14x
Music Hath Charms. Inst. Photo, 10 p.m., Apl. 88 [April 1888] George Reed BANC PIC 1979.051:40--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf0d5nb1m6
A Drink of Spring Water BANC PIC 1979.051:41--ALB Ⓞ ark:/13030/tf9b69p405